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Chair 

 

 

Participants 

WFP, ACTED, CDO, WVI, UNAMI, REACH, BCF, JCC, MODM, STEP, IKL, 

ABRAJ. 

 

Sulaymaniyah Food Security Cluster Meeting - 

Agenda 

1. Welcome\introduction  

2. Action point review of the last minute 

3. Update on last bi-weekly distribution achievements. 

4. Gaps, stocks and challenges  

5. AOB 

 

Bi-weekly Update by partners 

 WFP’s reduced food ration for June was announced in JCC, ICCM, CCM and 

FSC meetings. 

 WFP/ACTED cash assistance for May Cycle has been completed; 4,971 families 

received their assistance. 

 WFP/ACTED E-voucher assistance for May Cycle has been completed; 2,907 

families received their assistance. 

 WFP/CDO In-kind distribution assistance for May has been completed; 10,436 

families received their assistance. 

 WFP/WVI E-voucher distribution assistance in Arbat Refugee camp was 

completed. 1,096 families received their assistance.  

 STEP the local NGO distributed assistance to 65 families in the areas of 

Chamchamal, Ranya, Halabja and Dukan. 

 REACH the local NGO’s AA project distribution for Syrian refugees took place, 

580 vouchers were distributed to refugees in the locations of Ranya, Halabja, Said 

Sadiq and Tasluja. 

 MoMD distributed 5,000 rations for the 5 IDP Camps in Sulaymaniyah. 
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 BCF distributed 100 food baskets to host community in Sulaymaniyah.  

 BCF will be assisting 2000 families with food packages; 1050 of the rations will 

be distributed to Iranian refugees, the rest will be distributed to host community.  

 All food cluster members were told to share their stock capacities and 

preparedness for the time of responding any influxes from Mosul if happens.     

 

 

 

Action points 

 Horizon have a plan to distribute 5000 rations to IDPs in Sulaymaniyah. 

 CDO have plans to assist 99 Iranian refugee families in Garmian District with food 
packages. 

 BCF to coordinate with JCC to arrange their coming distributions in terms of 
distribution locations and beneficiary lists. 

JCC Focal Point contacts 

Name Phone E-mail District 

Najat Omar 07701512369 jccslemani@gmail.com Sulaymaniyah 

Abdullah 
Ibrahim 

07701535224 raparinjcc@yahoo.com Raparin 

Bestwn 
Shawkat 

07709544444 Bzhalay73@gmail.com Garmyan 

Ardelan 
Salahadeen 

07701569961  Ardalansalah.m@gmail.com Halabja 

 

End of minutes 
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